



• Support for multiple robots
• Live closed-captioning
• An arm and grabber to interact with environment
• VR support
UC-82 Remote Presence Robot in the Classroom
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Introduction
COVID-19 has had a huge impact on everyone. 
Classes moved online and students and professors 
had to adjust quickly. During this difficult phase of 
suddenly going fully online in such short notice, the 
disconnect between students and their professors 
and classes grew exponentially. Students were 
stuck in the same rooms for 4-5 classes and 
professors only saw a screen of initials.
The goal of this robot is to help eliminate the 
disconnect between students and professors by 
providing a way for students to interact within a 
classroom environment while at home so they can 
get a sense of involvement and presence in the 
classroom.
Materials and Methods
• Raspberry Pi 3B+ - Main computer for the bot
• Arduino Mega – Controlling the motors
• Robot Operating System (ROS) –
Communication software between the student 
computer and Raspberry Pi to send motor 
controls
• NodeJS – Providing the server for students to 
log into and connect to the bot to display 
webcam and audio
• OpenCV – Python library commonly used for 
machine vision projects
• PLA Plastic – The material the bot is made of
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Research Questions
• What are ways we can make people feel like 
they’re in the classroom while online?
• How can we have the bot interact with the 
environment?
• What’s the best way to send video and audio 
data, and keyboard commands from one 
computer to another?
• How should the bot be designed, that would 
benefit each user?
Abstract
If classes ever go completely online again, students will
be able to connect to this robot from their room via a
login site and control the bot with keyboard commands.
The robot will have a webcam and microphone so
students can hear and see the classroom and the bot
will have a screen that can display student’s webcams
and a speaker so the student can ask questions. The
bot will also have an object tracking feature so the bot
could follow a selected area on the screen.
:
The design for a pentagon was chosen, despite its more unique shape, thanks to the fact that we 
wanted to build the robot using a tricycle design, meaning, the robot would run with 2 motors in the 
front and an omni-directional free spinning wheel in the back. 
We also needed room inside the robot that would be able to store square parts a large pentagon 
shaped chassis was the best choice. We were limited in our supplies so given what we had this was 
the most efficient design that we could create.
Web Server:
NodeJS is utilized to create a web server that is used to connect the user to the robot. 
We’re using three frameworks/libraries:  Express, Socket.io, and PeerJS.
PeerJS is the library that allows us to send and  receive video and audio to and from each 
connected user.
We also designed the graphical user interface to be
engaging and easy to use.  We used a framework called React to help with the 
creation of the user interface components and make 
it more modular.
Movement: 
To control the bot we use ROS which is an open-source collection of software frameworks and 
libraries that make interfacing software and hardware a whole lot easier. 
The host creates a ROS node meant to publish commands over a topic and the  bot creates a ROS 
node meant to listen for those commands on that topic.  Once the bot gets the commands it sends it 
over to the motors.
Object Tracking:
Taking advantage of the OpenCV library for python, we implemented the CRST tracking algorithm. 
The user is able to select a region on the screen and the bot should turn to follow that selected 
region. 
Figure 2: Inside of the bot
Figure 1: CAD design for the full bot
Figure 4: Screenshot from host laptop 
with bot pointed at Noah’s aunt’s Dog
Figure 3: Simple login screen
Figure 5: Simple ROS network diagram
Figure 6: example of object tracking by 
selecting object in frame
